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Tinashe Williamson (b.1985) is a socially

committed actress, model and activist. She

also works freelance in PR. Tinashe was

voted role model of the year 2020/2021

during the Norwegian Vixen Awards (an

award show for influencers.) She is

nominated for the European 2022 «About

you awards», in the category Empowerment.

She has also been nominated “Name of the

year” in Norway’s largest newspaper, VG. 

Tinashe's fight for justice and equal rights for

all inspired her to write Handbook for Young

Antiracists.

Thea Jacobsen (b.1997) holds a Bachelor’s

degree in animation from the University of

Greenwich in the UK.

Handbook for Young Antiracists is the first

book that she has illustrated.
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'Tinashe Williamson has

written a book that is easy

to understand and utterly

engaging. The book

obviously has great

potential to start

important conversations

between people from

different generations.'
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Handbook for Young Antiracists by Tinashe Willamson spotlights the

important topic of racism. Through ten chapters and ten fictional characters

Williamson answers questions about what racism really is, why representation

is important and what you can do if someone is discriminated against because

of the colour of their skin.

Racism is a complicated topic for grown-ups to navigate, and many find it hard

to talk to their children about it. For what can you say? Where do you begin?

This engaging, including and thorough book is written in the form of a diary,

with tasks and conversations that the children can easily bring up at home or

with their friends or classmates. The goal is to pass on the knowledge to the

generation that is growing up now, to give them the feeling that they have the

power to change the world. Together we are stronger, and by just

acknowledging the problem we can do something about it.

This is the perfect book on the topic for children 9 years and up, and it works

just as well at home as in a teaching situation.

Illustrated by Thea Jacobsen.

https://youtu.be/6xpb4IZvlF8

